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CMC Mercedes-Benz Racing-Car Transporter LO 2750
Racing-Car Transporter for the Silver Arrows of the 30’s
Mercedes-Benz amassed dominant victories with
its Silver Arrows in the racing of the 1930s. Public
attention tended to focus on the winning cars
afterwards: Types W25, W125, W154 and W165. But
a no less significant role was played by the racing-car
transporters, which carried renowned Silver Arrows to
the race tracks all over Europe safe and sound.

2.75-ton truck of the type LO 2750 readily available
-- produced by its own factory in Gaggenau. With a
low-lying floor and a low loading-platform, the vehicle
was a nice fit for the task of loading and unloading
Silver Arrows.

part of the factory transport-and-supply chain. The
racing scene was no longer imaginable without them.

In the process, they created an indelible image of
brand excellence and commitment to competition.
For transporting racing cars, Mercedes-Benz had a

A reliable and economical 4-cylinder diesel engine with
an output of 65 hp facilitated a safe and punctual
transport to the race tracks. Soon, painted in an iconic
Mercedes blue with the lettering “Mercedes-Benz
Rennabteilung” at its tail, the truck became an integral

The LO 2750 Transporter fleet often returned to
Stuttgart as celebrated winners. With the tarpaulin
removed and the side boards and tailgate let down,
the loaded victorious cars were displayed for the local
crowds to see. Because of the significance of these prewar Silver-Arrow transporters, CMC decided to honor
their memory in the form of an authentic high-end
model despite the challenges that came with it.

Openable side boards and tailgate and detachable tarpaulin,
fastened with fine leather straps.

An impressive radiator grill.
The radiator filler cap with Mercedes-Star can be unscrewed.

Finest details also on the underbody with functional leaf-spring
suspension and brake lines.

Two openable tool boxes, secured with realistic locking flaps.

Item No. M-144
Hand-crafted metal precision model built from 2,365 single parts.

Beautifully-replicated drivers cab with the complete
display-/ operating-elements and removable seat benches
upholstered with leather.

Highly detailed 4-cylinder diesel-engine, complete with all
aggregates, pipes and cabling.

CMC Mercedes-Benz Racing-Car Transporter LO 2750
Technical Data of the Original Vehicle:
4-cylinder diesel-engine OM65, functioning: Bosch injection pump with
MB-precombustion-chamber-procedure
Maximum output:

65 hp at 2,000 rpm

Bore x stroke:

110 x 130 mm

Displacement:

4,939 ccm

Track front / rear:

1,715 / 1,605 mm

Cylinder-housing and crankcase cast in one block
Cylinder heads are grouped in pairs
Distortion-resistant steel frame
The manufactured product might look slightly different.

Strong semi-elliptic leaf-springs front/rear
Hydraulic four-wheel-brake
Spacious drivers cab, designed for 3 persons

Straightforward and functional design at its best.

CMC Legal Disclaimer:
The use of manufacturers’ names, symbols, type designations, and/or descriptions is solely for reference purposes.
It does not imply that the CMC scale model is a product of
any of these manufacturers.

Item No. M-164. CMC Mercedes-Benz Racing-Car Transporter LO 2750, wagon no. 2 + CMC Mercedes-Benz W25 T-Car bundle.

The use of racing team and/or driver names, symbols, starting
numbers, and/or descriptions is solely for reference purposes.
Unless otherwise stated, it does not imply that the CMC scale
model is a product of any of these racing teams/drivers or
endorsed by any of them.
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